MEMORANDUM OF CHANGE OF PRICING FOR CERTAIN SERVICES

DATE:

July 7, 2021

TO:

All Clients of Irrigation by Design, Inc.

FROM:

Timothy Malooly, President

RE:

2021 Pricing changes – effective immediately
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There is no “easy” way to introduce pricing changes from a business to its valued clients. All of us at IBD
are consumers too, subject to the same costs of living as you. We have families, responsibilities, dreams
and obligations just like you, our cherished clients. That said, IBD has experienced increasingly severe
challenges that have affected the company’s ability not only to profit but, to break-even.
To avoid significant pricing changes, we have worked hard over the past several years to reduce costs
and employ new technologies. However, the past two years have presented new and unprecedented
business challenges that force us to immediately implement changes to some of our pricing.
Some of the many factors forcing us to adjust pricing include significant increases in the costs of:
•
•
•
•

•
•

parts and materials.
vehicles, fuel, and shipping.
business insurance, software subscriptions and related infrastructure necessary to operate
taxes of all types including local, sales, vehicle and more, including the social engineering
policies of the City of Minneapolis that resulted in five-figure increases in the costs of doing
business.
employment and the availability of career-minded individuals and the costs to train and equip
our staff properly and professionally.
increasing expectations by our clients for service excellence. The excellence expectations
include office-based and field-based levels of detail. We want to furnish excellent service but,
we must be financially stable to do so.
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For those of you who are participating in one of our irrigation maintenance visit subscriptions, there will
not be a change in the price to furnish that portion of service for the remainder of the 2021 landscape
irrigation season.
Repairs, retrofits, additions, and other time-and-material based work will be subject to the revised 2021
pricing generally as follows:
•
•
•

parts and materials – prices will be adjusted periodically for some items (such as sprinklers) and
as incurred for other items (such as piping).
service rates are now - $169 per person per hour, 1 hour minimum for Service Technicians and
$119 per person per hour, 1 hour minimum for service crewmen or apprentices.
machine and equipment use fees – as incurred.

2021 fees for our Single-Source Stewardship Service agreements and in-place new construction
agreements are not affected by this pricing change except where time-and-material landscape irrigation
services are required.

Irrigation By Design is in its 31st year of business. We have worked hard over these many years to earn
and keep your business. We want you to be pleased to employ our company and its staff. We hope you
will choose to continue to employ us as we adjust to accommodate current business realities and
trends.
If you have any questions or comments, you may reach me at 952-229-1911 or email at
TimM@irrigationbydesign.com
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